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This month's featured specialties are: medical genetics and neurology/neurosurgery. 

https://www.cpsbc.ca/node/13188

** Review Articles **


3. Timing of allergic food introduction to the infant diet and risk of allergic or autoimmune disease: a systematic review and meta-analysis. JAMA 2016;316(11):1181-92 and Ed.
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### Research Studies


### Practice Guidelines


### Featured Video

This month, the online version of *Cites & Bytes* contains a video within the Audio Lectures section. If you wish to view this video online, please go to: [https://www.cpsbc.ca/node/13188#AudioLectures](https://www.cpsbc.ca/node/13188#AudioLectures)

Sexual assault: what every emergency provider needs to know.

### Books

AMA guides to the evaluation of work ability and return to work. *American Medical Association,* c2011.
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